
21 Ways to Clean with Thieves Household Cleaner 

Thieves Household Cleaner is really the all-purpose cleaner that can replace almost every 
cleaner in your house! Enjoy these suggestions! 

All-Purpose Dilution: 1 capful of Thieves Household Cleaner to 1 quart of water. (I’ll be honest, 
this is the bottle I use for almost everything. I have a different sprayer for windows that has 
vinegar and Young Lemon Lemon Essential Oil added, a smaller sprayer in the bathroom so it is a 
bit stronger and I use a bucket for the hardwood floors.) 

In the Kitchen: 

1. Refrigerator 
All-Purpose Dilution: Use to clean the door and the inside of the refrigerator. 

2. Kitchen appliances 
All-Purpose Dilution or heavier, if appliances are greasy. Clean stovetops, hoods, ovens, 
microwaves, toasters, toaster ovens, microwaves. 

3. Sinks and countertops 
All-Purpose Dilution: Spray sinks, countertops and backsplash and wipe clean to remove dirt and 
grime.  

4. Kitchen pantry, bathroom vanity, cupboards, inside drawers, under sinks 
All-Purpose Dilution: Wipe down kitchen surfaces to remove dirt, sticky residue, etc. 

5. Garbage cans 
For interior garbage cans, use All-Purpose Dilution: Spray trash cans and wipe clean to remove 
dirt and grime. Consider placing a cotton ball with 2-3 drops of Purification Essential Oil Blend to 
keep trash can smelling clean. 

For exterior and heavy duty garbage cans, mix 1 capful of Thieves Household Cleaner with 
2-3 cups of water (use less water for heavier degreasing) in a bucket. Take garbage cans 
outside and use cleaning cloth to thoroughly clean. Use spray hose to rinse and let dry outside. 

6. Pots and pans 
Mix 1/2 capful of Thieves Household Cleaner with 3 cups of water to clean pots and pans. Or use 
Thieves Dish Soap. Add Young Living Essential Oil to the soaking mixture for tough, baked on 
food. 

In the Bathroom: 

7. Deep cleaning scrub: 
Add 1 capful Thieves Household Cleaner and 2–3 tablespoons baking soda to form a thick 
paste. Apply mixture with a clean cloth, sponge, or scrubbing brush and scour the surface 
thoroughly. Let sit for 15 minutes, and rinse everything clean. 

8. Toilets  
To clean inside toilets, mix 1/4 cup of baking soda and 1/2 capful of Thieves Household Cleaner. 
Clean inside of toilet bowl with a toilet brush and let sit for a few minutes before flushing. 
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To clean outside of toilets, use All-Purpose Dilution. Spray outside of toilet, flusher knob, on top 
and underneath toilet seat to naturally clean. 

9. Tile and grout 
Add 1 capful of Thieves Household Cleaner with 1/2 cup of water in a spray bottle. Spray tile 
and grout. Let sit for a couple of minutes. Use a small brush to get stains out. You may use less 
water for stronger concentration as needed. 

In the Living Room: 

10. Light fixtures  
First, dust light fixtures and bowls. Then, use All-Purpose Dilution to clean fixtures, glass bowls, etc. 
to remove dirt and sticky residue. 

11. Wooden cabinets, tables, furniture 
Mix 1 capful of Thieves Household Cleaner with 1 cup of olive oil (add 2-3 drops of Lemon 
essential oil for a fresh lemon scent). Wipe down wooden cabinets, tables and other wooden 
furniture to remove dirt and clean surfaces. 

12. Windows, window sills and mirrors 
Mix 1 capful of Thieves Household Cleaner with 4-5 cups of water, 5 drops Young Living Citrus 
Fresh Essential Oil Blend, and 1 tsp of white vinegar for streak-free clean. Add all ingredients to a 
spray bottle and shake well to combine. To use, spray windows and glass surfaces liberally and 
wipe clean with a lint-free cloth. 

13. Walls, outlets and vents 
First, dust all wall and outlet surfaces. Then, use All-Purpose dilution to clean walls, outlets and 
vents to remove dirt and grime. 

Floors: 

14. Floors 
Mix 1 capful of Thieves Household Cleaner with 4 cups of water in a bucket. Wipe or mop the 
floor. 

15. Hardwood Floors 
Pour 1 gallon of hot water to a bucket. Add 1/2 cup of olive oil, 1/4 Thieves Household Cleaner, 
a few drops of Young Living Orange Essential OIl.  Use two rags: One to wipe it up and one to dry 
it. You don’t want the hardwood floors to stay wet. 

16. Carpet Spot Remover 
Mix 1 capful Thieves Household Cleaner with 6 cups water in a spray bottle. To use, lightly spray 
the spot and blot with a clean white cloth. Repeat as needed. (When stains are really bad, try 
adding Young Living Lemon Essential Oil to the sprayer.) 

17. Carpet and upholstery cleaner 
Mix 1 capful of Thieves Household Cleaner with about 6 cups of water and add to carpet or 
steam cleaner. Clean rugs, carpets and upholstery to remove dirt and grime. Be sure to spot test 
in an inconspicuous location first. Add Young Living Purification Essential Oil Blend to the mix to 
help with aromas. 
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Miscellaneous: 

18. Baby and kids toys 
Use All-Purpose Dilution: Spray toys, play equipment, train tables, doll houses, toy organizers or 
shelves, etc. to remove dirt and naturally clean. 

19. Exercise equipment, yoga mats, weights, exercise balls, etc. 
Mix 1 capful of Thieves Household Cleaner with 2-3 cups of water in a spray bottle. 
Spray exercise equipment, etc. Fill a smaller bottle to keep in your gym or yoga bag.  

20. Hand cleaner 
Mix 1/2 cup of Thieves Household Cleaner with 1/2 cup of water and add to a small spray bottle. 
Use as needed to naturally clean hands. Or use Thieves Waterless Hand Purifier. 

21. Stain remover 
Commercial stain removers are notorious for dangerous chemicals. Change out your toxic ones 
and simply fill a roll on with Thieves HH Cleaner. Voila! 

More suggestions for dilution ratios: 
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